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Fall Feast
And a feast it was. Fairfield County Fish & Game set up 18 stations of some of the best presentations we have
ever seen. And the weather cooperated – we drove through drizzle most of the way there but it stopped as we
arrived. There was an occasional mist as we shot, but not enough to break out the rain gear.
One hundred and twelve Travelers and guests showed up for the fun. Jimmy Muller took HOA with a 94 – a
real achievement considering the toughness of the birds. Median score was 66, 4 birds less than our average
for the year.
A big shout-out to Geoﬀ Cornwell, Bob Coscia, John Guay, Ed Terry and Dom Uliano for setting some of the
best targets I have ever seen. With eighteen stations to work with, they threw almost every variation possible.
All were hittable. Some you really needed to be on your game.
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Speed was a feature of several presentations, but not distance. The longest bird I recall was the rising outgoer
from your left on station 11.
Station 10 was one of the more
challenging presentations. A
fast slightly quartering away
crosser was thrown at eye level
from the right simultaneously
with a not-to-high chandelle
from the left. A proper hold
point on the first bird was
critical – if you had to chase it,
you had too much momentum
to the left to get back to that
rapidly dropping chandelle to
your right.
Station 1 was another toughie.
Shot from a platform in an area
below the clubhouse (I don’t
remember any stations in that area before) both on-report birds were way below you and at least 40 yards out.
First was a rabbit running right to left down a gully, taking a few random hops to keep you on your toes.
Followed by a fast right to left crosser.
Of course thanks to Bob Schrager and Dean Anglace for organizing it and Danielle Anglace for doing all the
work.
If anyone has any comments or pictures they’d like to see included, please shoot me an email within a day or
two after the shoot so I can immortalize your (or a buddy’s) outstanding (or amusing) performance:
editor@ctsca.org.
—Bill Beinert

Salute The Colors
We head to Mid-Hudson Sporting Clays on Sunday, November 19th for “Salute The Colors”. This is a
traditional shoot format with a continental breakfast, 100 sporting targets, and a BBQ lunch after. Registration
is available on Winscore and as always, feel free to call me (203) 241-2129 or email
(ctscasporting@gmail.com) for last minute registrations.
— Dean Anglace
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Stepping Stones
Maybe you were coerced into attending a charity shoot. Maybe you are a long time shooter and want to
challenge yourself. So you joined the NSCA and want to give competitive shooting a go. Welcome to the
journey. Before you get started down this path, you will need to answer one simple question as honestly as
you can.
What do you want to get out of this crazy game?
You have to decide if you want to become a better wing shot, meet new friends, or conquer the world of
professional sporting clays. Your answer will let you know the amount of eﬀort you’ll have to put into
shooting. Below I will lay out a few basic fundamental skills that you should have learned at each level of
shooting. You will grow and refine these skills as you progress along your path to better shooting.

Welcome to E Class
It’s a wonderfully confusing time for the new shooter. Is a simo the same thing as a true pair? Does my gun
even fit? Where do you shoot around here? How come these targets look like tiny fighter jets zooming away?
We all have been in your shoes. Take your time and pace yourself. Ask questions of more experienced
shooters. Here are a few suggestions to get you started down your path:
1. Get a coach. Your buddy doesn’t count unless your buddy is Anthony Matarese. An experienced
coach will help you build a strong foundation and speed up the learning curve.
2. Your foundation will be built upon a correct stance, choosing hold points, and learning some basic
shooting techniques to generate lead.
3. Practice, practice, practice. Practice is focusing on one or two diﬀerent target presentations, not
shooting a round with your buddies.
4. Get a dedicated gun that fits you.
5. Utilize trap and skeet for practice. The majority of sporting clays presentations are a variation of trap
and skeet targets. Trap and skeet are readily available and can be shot at your convenience.
6. Plan on practicing three times between each competition event.
7. Have fun and enjoy yourself.

D Class
Some of the confusion should be gone by now and things will start to come into focus. You have seen many
target presentations, but you have many more to see. There are targets ahead and you just won’t have a clue
how to hit them. Stick to your practice schedule and gun mount. Here are some suggestions to help you
along the path.
1. Keep a shooting journal. Taking notes of the targets that you have success with and those that you
struggle on. Go into as much detail as possible about the targets as you can note the flight path, the
speed, where you hit or missed it. This will help you and your coach to figure out what to work on.
2. Just like golf, you should have more than one club in your bag. You should be developing at least
three diﬀerent styles of shooting and understanding where to apply them.
3. Practice, practice, practice. It’s still important and you should be doing it about three times for every
registered shoot you attend.
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4. You should be developing a pre-shot routine. Keep it simple as possible, this isn’t the PGA. Take a
moment to cover your hold points and break points. Clear your head and allow your eyes to settle
and call for the bird.
5. Start building a mental memory bank of the birds you hit. See the successful leads in your mind. You
will need these later on as you transition away from mechanical shooting.
6. Attend as many shoots as possible.
7. Remember you’re not getting paid to do this shoot and have fun.

C Class
A plateau for many shooters. At this point you can break a fair number of targets and you are content to
socialize with your fellow shooters. Getting further along the path will require you to step out of the your
comfort zone and use your mental lead pictures to visualize the break points. You are beginning the move
away from mechanical shooting and allowing your hands to work with the eyes. Trust yourself and put
more /’s on the scorecard. Here are some suggestions:
1. Reading and understanding what the target is really doing is the most critical thing to progress on.
Understanding where to break the target to aid in transition to the next bird in the pair. Use the show
pair to truly see the targets and make your plan. You coach can help you figure out the best place to
break each target to successfully break the pair.
2. Start building your memory bank of diﬀerent presentations. Start shooting FITASC, Super Sporting,
and attend larger shoots to experience new and more diﬃcult targets.
3. Simplify your decision making and game plan. Pick one shot size and stick with it. Shoot tighter
chokes like modified or U2 for everything inside of 50 yards only changing to tighter chokes for longer
presentations. You should be adjusting your hold point not your lead when you miss.
4. Don’t wear your emotions on your sleeve. You should not have a visible reaction to hitting or missing
a target. Getting angry only pushes more adrenaline into your system. You’ve done your best prior to
pulling the trigger, once the shot leaves the barrel there’s nothing more you can do.
5. You should have a solid understanding of the three shooting techniques that you have been working
on with your coach.
6. Attend more NSCA shoots. Remember the one guy that always seems to beat you in your class will
eventually punch up to the next class.
7. Always have fun.

B Class
Bristling with bravado and false confidence you’ve made it to B class. Now is the time to start trusting
yourself and making the correct decisions in the box. Hopefully you have a practice routine and you’re still
working with your coach on the trouble birds. Your fundamentals should be second nature by now and you
an focus more energy on breaking targets in the box. Here are a few suggestions.
1. Reading targets is an essential skill set that you must develop. Many talented shooters are held back
from reaching their goals because they don’t take time to learn the targets. Understanding target lines will
help you choose the correct shooting technique in order to break that target at just the right spot.
2. Consistency in the shooting box, breaking targets over and over in the same spot. This will help your
brain see the sight pictures when you transition away from being a mechanical shooter. See your coach.
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3. By this point your pre-shot routine should be solid. Making decisions and having a plan is great, but
believe in yourself and chase the doubt demons away. Sometimes just believing you can hit the target is
enough.
4. Learning to finish a station. When you have a station you know you should break them all. Its time to
put /’s on the card. Give yourself a short pep talk, tighten your focus as you progress through the pairs
only relaxing after you have left the box.
5. Travel around to diﬀerent courses and attend larger shoots like Regionals or Big Blasts. Expose yourself
to diﬀerent targets, terrain, and target setters.
6. Just remember to have fun, it’s not a job.

A Class
A Class can be a peak for shooters with natural talent. One reason is the inability to let go of their mechanical
self and allow the mind to guide the hands. The most important lesson at this point is transitioning into a
mental shooter and leaving the mechanical shooter behind. Use your eyes to allow the brain to guide the
hands to the correct lead. The mental shooter will look hard at the lead and have confidence that the hands
will be in the correct spot to break the target. Here are some suggestions:
1. Put yourself in the position to learn. Try and squad with better shooters at tournaments to observe and
learn. Watch their approach to the diﬀerent targets throughout the shoot. See how and where they break
the birds. Watch their demeanor when they miss.
2. Learn to transfer from soft focus to hard focus as the target flies into the break point. It’s impossible to
hard focus the entire flight of the target. The longer you try to hold hard focus on the target, the more your
eyes will be fatigued. We want our eyes as fresh as possible for the entire round.
3. Transition away from being a mechanical shooter and into the cerebral shooter. Start learning to trust
your eyes and hands moving away from measuring the targets oﬀ the end of the gun.
4. Build on the success not failures. Don’t dwell on negative thoughts and keep a positive attitude while
shooting. If the targets are challenging for you they are challenging for everyone else. Keep your head up
and put as many /s on the card. Winning is learned just like your skill and only achieved through failure
and perseverance.
5. Shoot at least one regional shoot a year and your state shoot. Work on the targets that give you fits and
keep learning from your experiences. It’s OK to finish 10 targets back, remember this is a hobby.
6. Relax and have fun.

AA Class
The toughest class you will face on the path. You will be up against former master class shooters and others
with your same skill sets. From this point forward winning will be measured in targets. You will need a strong
mental game and bring a desire to win in order to achieve success at this level. Building on what you should
have been learning along the path and pushing yourself forward with the skill sets you have developed.
Reading targets, solid hold points, using your eyes, forgetting the misses, learning the mind and shooting in
the subconscious. All running a peak performance to achieve the success you have worked hard for. You will
be a target killing machine. Here are some tips for success.
1. Becoming a mental giant. Winning isn’t an accident, prepare to win. Staying in the moment and
forgetting the score card. One station at a time. Pep talks after a bad station, learning to finish, running
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station after station. Clearing your mind and letting your eyes settle before each shot. Have a clear and
decisive plan with no question marks will allow the brain to do it’s job. Have the confidence in yourself to
make the shots.
Control freak. You should be in complete control of your shooting experience; decisive in the setup at
each station controlling the target with your eyes, and a smooth instinctive swing on the target line.
Understanding the best shooting technique to break the diﬀerent targets you will see at a tournament.
Develop more sophisticated shooting techniques.
Putting yourself in a position to win. Just like your many other skills, winning is learned. As before, squad
with better shooters when you do go to tournaments. But this time your goal is to beat them. Pushing
yourself like this will expose the flaws in your game and show what needs to be worked on in practice.
Take a lesson from a pro. It’s an amazing glimpse the level at which they approach this game. Subtle
diﬀerences that may not be appreciated to a novice student.
Get out and shoot and have fun.

Master Class
Welcome to the last stop on the path to the top. Hard work and perseverance have paid oﬀ. You will be up
against the best shooters in the game, time to knuckle down. Winning doesn’t come easy at this level and
focusing on yourself will help you stay in top form. Remember that you can only control how well you shoot
the targets, regardless of which big name showed up. Winners focus on what’s ahead of them not looking
back at the competition. Hare are some tips.
1. Enjoy the game, it’s why you started shooting in the first place. Stay humble and remember where we all
started from. Be gracious and take that moment and help that person struggling with their game.
2. Take ownership of the game. You make your own luck through proper preparation; setting goals,
following through, being open minded with others make suggestions. Be decisive in the box blocking out
all distraction and owning that moment when you squeeze the trigger.
3. Trust in yourself. You’re a well oiled machine putting /s on the card. When you miss a target you have to
be honest with yourself. It’s not the wind that made you miss the target, it was you. Were you looking
hard at the break point? You can only make those adjustments for the next pair if you are aware of why
you missed. You will know the truth, fix it.
4. Inner strength. Know that you can hang with the big dogs. You’ve done all the hard work so believe in
yourself. Winning at this level is all mental. Remove the self doubt and battle through the course.
Champions are made from the ashes of our failures. Constantly learning and looking ahead.
5. No matter how well you shoot or the number of hits on the card, you may still lose this shoot. The only
thing you can do is your best on a single day. Never forget this is a hobby. Take a moment and
appreciate the friends who surround you and enjoy the day.
Each step of the journey builds on the lessons learned at the previous level. Hold points are just as important
in E class as they are in M class. As you progress on your path, you will hit bumps in the road and gaps that
seem insurmountable. You may try to leap those gaps and fall flat on your face. Take that failure as an
opportunity to shore up your foundation and tweak your attitude. You will be amazed when you leap that
same gap and clear it by a mile the next time.
— Dean Anglace
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Miss Manners Revival
We all know that it is never polite to ask a lady’s age. Nonetheless, as many Traveler’s remember, Miss
Manners has been with us for many a year. And like many gray haired Travelers (certainly not to intimate that
there are any gray roots hiding in Miss Manner’s coiﬀure), she remembers the unique scoring system
developed by the Travelers in a time long ago that uses ascending numerical noting as the target is
attempted. However, as with all good things, there comes a time when something better exists and a scoring
method is no diﬀerent.
A couple of years ago the Travelers dropped their unique way of scoring and adopted the modern method of /
and 0. If the target is hit, the card is marked with a forward slash /. If the target is missed, the card is marked
with a zero 0. For example, an attempted station might be marked like this:

where 6 targets were attempted and two missed for a station score of 4 and a running total of 23.
Using / and 0 (and not an X, a —, a number or some other mark) makes it easy for the score card to be
reviewed after the shoot. The “few” 0’s on the card stand out. They can be counted, subtracted from 100 and
compared with the written total (you did, of course, write your total score at the bottom of the card). That
way you and at least one of the scorers has reviewed how well you shot. While our Majorette of Manners may
never make a mistake, not all of us are so perfect. Occasionally, a score is mis-added and the total is oﬀ by a
bird or two—sometimes in the shooter’s favor and sometimes not.
Certainly the scorers try to do their best with the illegible cards that are sometimes handed in (especially on
that rare day when the heavens have sprinkled a bit of dew on the paper). However, a word of warning to
those who continue to make life diﬃcult, after a long day of shooting and when everyone wants to go home,
Miss M’s opera lorgnettes may get fogged up and she might decide that it is simpler to subtract a few birds
from a score than spend the time deciphering what someone thinks your score might be.

Willow Wood
It's not every day a new sporting clays venue opens in our area. Since the closing of Dover Furnace, no one
has stepped up and filled that niche until now. Willow Wood Club is a private club on 85 acres located in
Mahopac, NY. Historically, Willow Wood has been a trap and skeet club with a very nice 5 stand. The
members have been working hard to cut in a new sporting course located on a hill behind their facility. So far
they have established eleven stations and plan to have as many as 18 stations along with a few FITASC
parcours when done.
On October 27, 2017 I was invited to their first annual member/guest fun shoot. Devin Anderson set the
targets on the eleven stations. He used all of the 450' topography to deliver some outstanding targets. Station
one featured a quartering out right to left target. Station one’s report was a target oﬀ a 85' high sheer cliﬀ face
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the seemingly floated to the ground. Station six had a high curling teal with a incomer on report. Again, the
target setter used the slope of the hill to make you believe the target was rising not falling as you shot over it.
Station eleven had one great Battue launch oﬀ a hill side and dropped to your left followed by a 38 yard rabbit
throw down a slight grade. Very fine targets that you would expect to find a major shoot or big blast. My hat’s
oﬀ to Devin for setting some great enjoyable targets and I hope to shoot more of them in the future. High
member was Duane Knapp with a 84 and Russ Tagliareni was high guest with a 85.
I asked Devin for some comments about how he
set the course:
What really defines the course Willow
Wood is the diverse topography and
backgrounds, so I wanted to really show
that oﬀ as much as possible. We were
about to get just under half of the targets
up high and out of the tree line closer to
what you’d see in Texas in style while
also using the natural hill as background
for quartering and trap targets. I also
adapted some ideas from things we’ve
seen at Nationals, World English, and NE
Regionals sub gauge courses. Special
thanks to Chris Orabona, Josh Tse, Larry
Sayers, & Bertrand Amezcua for helping
with the target setting knocking out 11
stations in just six hours, Roger Restaino
and Duane Knapp for hauling machines
around, Carl Ranieri for loading, and
most importantly George Calcagnini for
his vision and tenacity to launch the
course in the first place.
I would say judging from all of the talk at the
lunch tables that everyone enjoyed the day.
Looking ahead I see great things coming out of Willow Wood Club in the future if this shoot was any indication
of
things to come. A big thanks to George Calcagnini and Duane for a great day.
— Dean Anglace
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Mid-Hudson
TBD
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Contacting The Travelers
Home Oﬃce:

355 Housatonic Trail
Southbury, CT 06488

Treasurer:

Danielle Anglace
danielle9696@charter.net

Founder:

Al Anglace

Secretary:

Jim Dunn
jimd0414@optonline.net

President:

Dean Anglace
ctscasporting@gmail.com
(203) 241-2129

Editor:

editor@ctsca.org

Membership: Jeﬀ Hunter
marist89@optonline.net

CTSCA Board Members
Dean Anglace (ctscasporting@gmail.com)
Danielle Anglace (danielle9696@charter.net)
Keith Anglace (kaa111@aol.com)
Jim Dunn ( jimd0414@optonline.net )

Andrej Kirylak (andrej.kirylak@gmail.com)
Steve Monti (spmonti@msn.com)
Dr. Joe Sproviero (jspro@optonline.net)
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The upcoming CTTRAVELERS Monthly Shoot

Salute The Colors
Sunday, November 19, 2017

Mid-Hudson Sporting Clays
411 North Ohioville Road, New Paltz, NY
DIRECTIONS: NYS Thruway to Exit 18. Continue to end of exit to Route 299. Turn Right onto Route 299
and go about 1/4 mile to traﬃc light (stay in left lane). Turn left on North Ohioville Road. Go 2.7 miles to the
club on the left.

Traditional Shoot Format
Safety & Announcements at 9:45 followed by a shotgun start shortly thereafter.
Lunch to follow at the clubhouse.
Your application must be received on or before
Wednesday, November 15th, 2017.
CTSCA Members $85; Guests $95; Lunch Only $0.
Juniors (<21) aways shoot for free!
Mail this application and your check payable to CTSCA to:
CTSCA, c/o Dean Anglace, 355 Housatonic Trail, Southbury, CT 06488
Name
List Names Paid with Enclosed Check

NSCA
Number

Jr

Vet1 Vet2 Lady

YOU
2
3
4
5
6
Contact Number in the event of last minute shoot changes: ____________________________
Please squad with: ____________________________________________________________
Your application must be received by the required date for preferred squadding. All cancellations must be received by
close of business on the Thursday before the scheduled shoot. Any cancellations after Thursday or “no shows” will
forfeit their entry fee. If you need assistance filling out this form, please consult http://www.ctsca.org/node/1762.
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CHRISTMAS
SHOOT

“FAIRFIELD
GAME”

COUNTY FISH &

Newtown CT.
SUNDAY DEC. 17th 2017
Shooting starts @ 10:00am
Registration opens at 8:30am; this will be a Squadded 10:00am shotgun start
$80.00 for 100 Targets Plus
Nicks Catering For Lunch
We will Welcome Lunch Only Guests ***** Cost $20
*******You can also register with www.winscoreonline.com *******

*This year we will be collecting Toys The Salvation Army Angel Tree, so Please
bring an unwrapped Toy, so we can donate them to this Great cause,

------------------------

CUT HERE AND ENCLOSE THE BOTTOM PORTION

-------------------------

** Pre – Payment and Registration a Must**
Go to www.winscoreonline.com or direct at http://bit.ly/2yPrnXp

Name: __________________________________________ NSCA#_______CL_____ CONC______
Street: ________________________________City: ________________ State: ____Zip:__________
Home Phone: _______________________
Email: ___________________________

Work Phone: __________________
PLEASE SQUAD ME WITH:

1. __Yourself______

2._______________________

3._______________________

4.___________________

5._______________________

6._______________________

HOLIDAY SHOOT $ 80_______ LUNCH ONLY $ 20_____ TOTAL _____

Make Checks Payable To: FCF&GPA send payment to:
Dominic Uliano
34 Swamp Rd.
Newtown CT. 06470 email domblklab@charter.net or call 203-526-0352
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